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Zombie Carnage is Coming !!!
Our Team… Through the strength of the script and the
passion of the producers, we have managed to put together a dream team both in front of and behind the
camera. We have an
Oscar winning makeup
team, a post production
The Plot… Zombie Carnage tells the
crew with major Hollytale of an unscrupulous TV Producer
who decides to stage a reality televi- wood credits, some of the
sion show, where he pits 30 martial arts trained zombie UK’s best cage fighters and
hunters against a human contestant. If you can imag- martial artists and some
ine the Running Man with Zombies all trained by Jean amazing actors with a
massive cult following.
Claude Van Damme, then you are almost there!
Over the last 12 months we have been
developing our debut feature Zombie
Carnage: The Ultimate Reality Game
Show.

The Trailer… In order to build a great team ethic with
lots of cast and crew who haven’t worked together before and to also show people what we can do with a
very limited budget, we
cobbled together £2,000
and went out and shot a
trailer over 4 days. Because the trailer was shot
over 4 days spaced over
about 30 days, we had to
pull together a different
crew every time! Due to
this, we ended up using
over 60 people including
cast, crew and postproduction personnel.

Ways of getting involved…
We sincerely hope that
you like our project and
psychic support as well as
financial support is in plentiful need. Please spread
the word to your nearest
and dearest and even people that hack you off.
Feel free to share the Indiegogo,
Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/pages/ZombieCarnage/174693562543406)
Twitter (http://twitter.com/#!/zczombies)
and blog (http://zombiecarnagemakingthegoddammovie.blogspot.com/).
Thank you so much for your time.

We have 2 versions of the Love, peace and may your first-born be turned into
trailer. A 2-minute teaser zombies during the first wave of the apocalypse.
and a fuller, more fleshed
out 4 minute version.
The 2-minute trailer link is below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cSAR1KwtKE

LINK OF THE ISSUE…
www.redneckcarnage.com

The Zombie Carnage Crew

If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com and let us
know all about your zombie events.
We will make sure they appear in front of
more than 10,000 people in every issue...
September 15th. The Fear by Charlie Higson
Release date for his latest novel.
September 16th to 18th. Horror Realm
Pittsburgh, USA. Including cast from the Romero
Zombie Trilogy as guests. www.horrorrealmcon.com
September 26th. SFX Zombie Special
On sale Now !!!
October 10th. The Dead released on DVD and
BLU-Ray.
October 14th. Dead Rising 2: Off the Record
Release date for this PC, 360 and PS3 game!!!
Oct 25th to Nov 27th. London Horror Festival.
Theatrical Terrors including Zombies...
www.thecourtyard.org.uk
Oct 27th to Oct 31st. Phobophobia...
http://www.thelondonbridgeexperience.com/
November 19th, 2011 - www.terror4fun.com
The UK FESTIVAL OF ZOMBIE CULTURE
Zombie Films, make up artists, games, book
signings, traders and much more...
Winter 2011. Resident Evil: Operation Racoon City
Release date for this PC, 360 and PS3 game!!!

@ZombieEdUk
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The Zombie Times, SEPTEMBER 2011
Hey there Zombie Fans,
Welcome to the biggest Zombie Times EVER!!! This one is crammed with everything that the
zombie fan could ever need… until our next issue, of course…
Zombies need your support, try getting involved as much as you can, support Local film
makers, go on zombie walks, use our make up tips and create as many zombies as you
can! ..and then send us your pics, news and views and we will get them
in here for you…
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the
word… Zombies are alive and kicking…
See you soon, more than 12,000 subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Terror4fun Presents

NOVEMBER 19TH, 2011 IS
THE UK FESTIVAL OF ZOMBIE CULTURE.
Phoenix square, Leicester.
Feature films, short films, make up artists, zombie
gaming and guest stars. Save the day in your diary!

BONG OF THE DEAD
meteorites. One day they discover a great zombie
fertilizer that helps grow super potent pot. The
problem is since the government has cleared out many
of the major cities, there are no longer any zombies
where they live. In order for them to try and get more
zombies for fertilizer, they must go on a road trip to
the “Danger Zone” where they hope to find and
gather as many zombies as possible for their brains.
Along the way they get captured by an evil AND
flamboyantly gay Zombie named Alex who has a plot
to organize an army of the undead in order to take
over the world. Once they escape his clutches, they
team up with Leah Kroaker, another lone survivor
For over 15 years Thomas Newman has been on a
who has spent her time since the outbreak tinkering
quest to make it to Hollywood. In 2008 he emptied his and building things on her farm. She joins the boys and
bank account taking his last 5 Thousand dollars and
builds the ultimate zombie killing machine in order to
invested into his own dream. With the help from
help them on their quest. Armed with an array of
friends and family he was able to create an epic
unique weapons made from scraps on her farm, they
ZOMBIE film that has already gained POPULARITY IN take on the zombie army in a bloody battle to the
87 COUNTRIES across the globe. Bong Of The Dead is
death!
not only a fun Zombie feature film for anyone who
loves that genre but it is truly a masterpiece showcase There is more blood and bud in this hilarious action
of what one person can do when against all odds.
comedy adventure than you have ever witnessed
before. This film gives a new meaning to the word
Edwin and Tommy are two stoner buddies who are
“munchies.” THERE WILL BE BUD!
lone survivors of a mass zombie outbreak caused by
http://www.bongofthedead.com/
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movie to watch out for… Delta Zulu
Terror4fun stumbled upon
this recently and got in
touch with the guys behind this movie… Check
out the site and the trailer
and let us know what you
think...
Humanity has survived what seemed to be the apocalypse, but a threat still remains. Delta Zulu follows
Clark, a freelance reporter who will be amongst the
few civilians ever allowed into a Red Zone, a lawless
quarantined area that still breathes war.
Clark has been embedded with a team of mercenary
contractors from White Shield International, one of the

thousands of Private Military Companies that travel
into The Zone on a daily
basis to fulfill contracts for
the government, large corporations, and private individuals.
Clark attempts to find a story amongst a group of forgotten soldiers in a forgotten war and gets more than
he bargains for.
Directed by: Chris Hickey. Written by: Chris Rymer.
Release Date: December 2011
www.warehouse1904.com
www.YouTube.com/whiteshieldintl

Zombie Survivor Blog
zombie films and the Max Brooks Survival guide to try
and bring up things that usually go overlooked in these
situations. A lot of people reading my blog add their
own survival comments into the blog which is also interactive for the reader but again enhances the whole survival illusion of the website. I really do try to make it as
interesting as possible and I admit that some days it can
I like to think of it as an interactive novel, because if
be difficult to think up content when all you are doing is
you go out and buy a book, you may spend a day or
sitting and waiting without power day after day, howtwo reading it and its over. With my story it takes the
ever as soon as I get writing I have somehow already
reader along for the ride each day as it unfolds which
written a paragraph of useable material.
can last months, the story progression really only deI seem to get a lot of emails asking me how I do all the
pends on the appeal of the readers. I am also a profes- special fx in my videos, so much so that I found it hard
sional (but out of work) video editor vfx artist and 3d
to reply to everyone, It was at this point I decided to
animator so unlike most blogs that only contain text to add an extra page called "Behind the FX" This is a page
visualise the situation, I add edited videos and photothat explains everything I have done to create all the fx
shopped images. My latest video is very vfx heavy,
be it video or picture media. I thought that just by havmainly motion tracking and 3d elements, however it
ing an fx page wasn't enough so I added a News section
really deepens the reader into the world of my survival and a home page, to keep everyone updated. My blog
story.
has now evolved from a simple 1 page blog into a full
Each day passes and I try to explain my feelings, emo- website and it continues to grow with everyone who
tions and mental state living on my own, isolated in a
joins in to read my story.
high rise tower block trying to survive the boredom and My website can be found here
lack of hope. I have tried to incorporate things from
http://zombiesurvivordiarys.blogspot.com/
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Snacks of the Living dead
The Geekest link website is now stocking
two different types of snack for the Living dead in you and we, at the Zombie
Times, can vouch for the fact that they
are Lip-smacking, Brain Eating good...

home and bring a bag of this delicious
green jerky with you for during your
workout routines and zombie hunting
expeditions.
Q: Will I be considered a cannibal if I
eat this jerky?
Firstly, the Zombie Blood Energy Potion
A: When a zombie eats a human is it
From the crazy minds at Harcos Labs
considered cannibalism? Nope. A macomes Zombie Blood Energy Potion.
jority of fans believe the exact same
Like Blood Energy before it, the Zombie
thing towards eating zombies. So at
Blood comes in a gruesome IV bag and
least among those on Facebook you
is a brilliant green colour (to match its
will be embraced and not considered a
delicious lime taste).
cannibal. As one of our fans (Neven)
...and then comes the Zombie Jerky
said in response to this very question:
Zombie Jerky is a processed jerky made
"No. It makes you AWESOME."
from the finest of zombies (or "cows" as
Q: Are there any flavours besides Terisome people might call them). Harcos
yucky?
Laboratories makes it a policy to never create new
A: At this moment in time, no. It took us a while to find
zombies, and just uses one of the many naturallythe perfect blend of spices to bring out the best taste in
occurring zombies that can be found out trudging in
our zombie meat, and we haven't touched it since. It
the streets. Often times the same zombies that are used might have been also because one of our testers befor the gathering of our Zombie Blood are used for
came a zombie after eating a first round of test jerky,
Zombie Jerky as well. Consider it one of the many ways but since then we have fixed the formula and have
that Harcos Labs is going green.
had no cases of zombification.
Q: Why is Zombie Jerky green?
A: Well, Zombie Blood is green. This jerky used to be a
part of a zombie who had green blood flowing through
it. Did we also mention that it has a whole 11 grams of
To win Zombie Snacks then check out the comp
protein? That makes it awesome, especially for the
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
body builders on the run. Leave the protein bars at

Competition Time

CAPITAL HORROR
Over Halloween, The London Bridge Experience are
working with Tom Six Writer and Director of the
Human Centipede and will have a set of the film
recreated within the attraction!

and ghouls, cackling witches and creepy clowns. Deep
within the gothic catacombs under London Bridge
sinister spirits are poised to prey on unsuspecting
visitors. This Halloween, The London Bridge Experience
After dark... Extreme scares - Halloweens most hellish
& London Tombs leave you at the mercy of the Bloody
event! 7pm-Late 27th October-31st October (over 11's
Butcher and his hellish clan, guaranteeing to give you
only). What can only be described as the ultimate
the scariest, nerve shredding, most exhilarating and
Halloween show, Phobophobia…. It focuses on the fear pulse racing Halloween yet! Also new for 2011 - we will
of fear itself. Make your way past walls that are
exclusively be featuring the Human Centipede!
dripping in blood, squeeze through confined spaces and
http://www.thelondonbridgeexperience.com/
gasp in terror as you're met with spiders, snakes, ghosts

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie t-shirts of satan
Zombie Women of Satan t-shirts are now available.
They can be bought thru www.daretowearclothing.co.uk just click
on the ZWOS button… You can see all 4 designs on there.
As far as this little British Gem of a Zombie flick is concerned it’s
now available on DVD in the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and Japan ... with a few other European territories close to
being contracted.
The film is also now on the UK Horror Channel ... it's been shown twice so far.

SFX Special... Zombies The Ultimate Guide
A Zombie Times exclusive first
look here: the people at SFX, the
UK’s best-selling SF, fantasy and
horror mag, are just completing
work on a special edition of the
magazine dedicated to all
things undead, and they’ve
given us the first run-down of
the contents of the mag, as well
as some first-look images.
Zombies: The Ultimate Guide is
an 132-page magazine which
comes packaged with three free
gifts: a gruesome zombie face
key-topper to scarify your Yale Key; a warning sign
sticker to slap on your door (perfect for fending off unwelcome salesmen who want you to change your gas
supplier...); and a double-sided A1 poster featuring The
Walking Dead art by Drew Struzan on one side, and a
specially commissioned “wartime propaganda”-style
poster on the reverse. (Incidentally, SFX tell us that the
propaganda poster art will also be available on a tshirt from www.sfxmerch.co.uk in due course).
Inside the mag, things kick off with a huge feature running down the 66 must-see zombie movies, in order of
increasing awesomeness, taking in all the usual suspects
but also covering everything from intelligent American
indie flicks to bat’s arse Hong Hong exploitation along
the way. Another highlight is a "Fannish Inquisition”
piece, in which George Romero answers
questions sent in by SFX readers (including
some pretty offbeat ones – ever wanted to
know how strong the prescription on
George’s glasses is, or whether he’s ever
watched zombie porn?!) The SFX team

have also talked to Night
Of The Living Dead cowriter John Russo and
make-up geniuses Tom
Savini and Greg Nicotero
about their careers, and
there are extensive interviews with zombie novelists Max Brooks, David
Moody, Charlie Higson,
Mira Grant and Isaac
Marion.
Other features include: a
preview of The Walking
Dead season two, featuring interviews with cast
and crew; an original
short story from Autumn author David Moody; advice
on How To Survive A Zombie Apocalypse from Dr Dale
Seslick (of the popular stage show of the same name);
an on-set report from a day as a zombie extra on
forthcoming British horror film Cockneys vs Zombies; an
in-depth look back at 1985 cult favourite The Return
Of The Living Dead; a preview of zombie films, videogames and books coming our way in 2012; an A to Z of
zombie videogames; and four pages of the best zombie
merchandise, from crocheted undead bunnies to zombie-feet flip-flops!
Zombies: The Ultimate Guide will hit UK shops on 26
September, priced £7.99. If you have trouble
finding a copy in your neighbourhood (or live
overseas) you’ll also be able to order it online
- keep an eye on www.tinyurl.com/
SFXzombieonline , where all the details will
eventually appear.
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The terror4fun selection of
Truly amazing zombies short movies
Zombie Short Films are now an art form not simply
created by the Gore Loving Masses but also by pro film
makers dabbling within the genre that we know and
love so much... Here are a selection of films that we
showed at Zombiefest 2011 and that people loved...

ZZZZombies.
Directed by David Green. 2009. 3.36 mins.
An atmospheric and funny undead animation made
exclusively on an overhead projector.
http://vimeo.com/6958283
KIDZ.
Directed by Red Handed Films. 2010. 9.13 mins.
Clever kid focused mission to eradicate the undead,
with dead parents and a playground climax that
made every adult viewer jealous.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X6WVZCApxk
28 Drinks Laters.
Directed by Nicholuas Goossen. 2009. 2.30 mins.
Does for booze what the ’28 Days Later’s’ infected did
for London Tourism, but fucking funny…
http://vimeo.com/7104121

Zombiefest 2011: OFFICIAL SELECTION
Zombie Fest 2010 Trailers.
Directed by James Smart. 2010. 2 minutes.
A selection of footage for Lost Zombies and trailers of
footage from Zombie Fest.
http://www.youtube.com/user/JamesSmart5?blend=9&
ob=5
Ceci ne pas Une Film des Zombies.
Directed by Hugo Campos. 2011. 2.06 mins.
Interesting short, zombies, video games… Arthouse…
http://vimeo.com/27240904
Dressed to Kill: Terminal Coolness.
Directed by Tyler Jensen. 2011. 3.15 mins.
Psychobilly B&W picnic turns ugly and then
techno-colour in this little gem.
http://vimeo.com/27149976

8 Days Later.
Directed by Trevor Wild. 2010. 7.52 mins.
Beautifully made and shot survivor story, the feeling of
isolation and the narrative make this something
special.
http://vimeo.com/1161962
**Zombiefest 2011: BIZARRE BUT GREAT AWARD**
Unicycle Bastards Kick Zombie Ass.
Directed by Burk Webb. 2010. 3.54 mins.
A group of unicycling zombie killers take it to the edge
with amazing cycling skills and a gory arsenal of
weapons.
http://vimeo.com/9370997

**Zombiefest 2011: AUDIENCE AWARD**
Ikea Heights VI.
Directed by David Seger. 2009. 4.46 mins.
Awesome film, shot within Ikea, brilliant build up and
then a musically orgasmic finale.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR7qSQTUnn8

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Don’t open that door and don’t, well just don’t leave
your safe inner sanctum, I mean, oh, well is she’s not
going to listen to then she will learn….
http://vimeo.com/9925941
Houseparty of the Dead 6.
Directed by House Party Crew. 2011. 18.45 mins.
Being used to promote a feature length version, this
intense UK short is only one of the series, well worth
watching them all and this is the best of the bunch.
http://www.housepartyofthedead.com/
Zombies in Retroland.
Directed by Peepholecircus. 2010. 4.32 mins.
Aimed at the over 30s who remember block graphics
and uninspiring sound effects, it’s great BUT may be
lost on the young uns.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agIv8AC07pc

Morbid.
Directed by Vezari Studios. 2011. 7.00 mins
Nice little family tale of looking for your loved one and
unfortunately… finding them.
Plague.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvrHl49THUQ
Directed by Matt Simpson. 2009. 17.01 mins.
An Australian immigration tale gone bad, this is one
**Zombiefest 2011: TERROR4FUN AWARD**
short with brilliant characterisation and awesome
Zombies & Cigarettes.
atmosphere…
Directed by Rafa Martinez. 2009. 17.36 mins.
http://vimeo.com/6407379
Brilliant Spanish tale of survivors in a shopping mall,
truly superb acting, sets and cinematography, this is
IF YOU DECIDE TO CHECK THESE FILMS OUT,
one to watch, love and enjoy… By yourself…
http://vimeo.com/6481068
THEN PLEASE LEAVE SOME FEEDBACK FOR
Zombie Team Building.
Directed by Evolution Arts. 2010. 9.59 mins.
Middle management BS gone insane in a controlled
and yet zombie filled arena, this is every bosses wet
dream, for thinning out staff numbers…
http://vimeo.com/9775034

THE FILM MAKERS TO DIGEST…
...AND PLEASE LET THEM KNOW THAT
TERROR4FUN RECOMMENDED THAT YOU
CHECK THEM OUT...

Zombiefest 2011: HIGHLY COMMENDED
Sponsor a Zombie.
Directed by Harvey J. Wallbanger. 2007. 6.39 mins.
If you have any spare money then please think of the
living dead and the good that you adopting one of
them could do, its not as expensive as you think it
would be…
http://vimeo.com/681017
Living Dead.
Directed by Irish Queen Pro’ns. 2010. 9.00 mins.

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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London Horror Festival
welcomes Famous Zombologist
The UK’s first ever festival
of theatrical horror and
the macabre 25 Oct to 27
Nov 2011, at The Courtyard.
As the nights draw in this
autumn, the Courtyard
Theatre will play host to
all things grizzly and
gruesome as it welcomes
the UK’s first ever festival
of live theatrical horror and the macabre.
For over five weeks the festival will take over the
Shoreditch venue, showcasing the UK’s finest propo-

Huddersfield leads
the way in the uk???

nents of dark and challenging performing arts.
At the heart of the festival is Theatre of the Damned’s
Revenge of the Grand Guignol – the follow-up to their
2010 production Grand Guignol, which was described
by the Evening Standard as “London’s scariest show”
and was nominated for three Off West End Awards.
Audiences can also delve into the funnier side of the
macabre with Possession is Nine Tenths, a new black
comedy by Kathryn McConnell and Zombie Science 1Z;
a spoof lecture examining the science of the undead,
led by Theoretical Zombiologist Doctor Austin.

www.theatreofthedamned.com /
www.thecourtyard.org.uk

IS sam ward real?
Is sam ward alive?
Is sam ward dead?
Who the f*ck is sam ward?

Fifth annual Huddersfield Halloween Zombie Slouch
is taking place on 29 October 2011 at 3pm from St
George's Square, with a Mexican Dia de los Muertos
theme. Crowning ceremony and prizes at end for 2011
Zombie King and Queen. Find us on Facebook as The
Huddersfield Halloween Zombie Slouch, see our blog
http://huddersfieldzombieslouch.blogspot.com/ or
email us on huddersfieldzombie@hotmail.co.uk
Where are the rest of them? If you are organising,
attending or thinking of running a zombiewalk, anywhere in the world, then let us know and we will tell
everyone...

Without giving too much away, it’s the story of a guy
who uses his blog to communicate with the outside
world once an infection hits the world and confines
him to his townhouse.
It started on April 18, 2011 and now that all the
Introductory character building is out of the way, the
interesting stuff has started .
You can make friends with Sam Ward on Facebook,
follow him on Twitter and add your email address on
the site so that you get notified of new posts.
Hope you like it !!!

http://www.iamsamward.com/
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Year of the Zombie…... 2012 Calendar
This calendar features zombies in all their creepy, gory glory as they
pursue their human prey. Containing some gore-some zombie art, this
calendar makes it easy to see why these slow-walking, flesh-craving
creatures have captured the fascination of a whole new generation.
The details on the calendar and a link to its page on our site are below.
https://www.rsvp.com/item.php?item=2149

Competition Time
To win a copy of the calendar then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Z=mc2: Time-Travelin’ Zombies
vs. the Garden State
This is a brain-and-guts soaked, deliciously degenerate zombie novel replete with
body fluids, decaying organs, and more than one foul-mouthed character obsessed
with the word "fucktard".
When it comes to fighting zombies, sometimes imagination is more important than
knowledge. —Einstein's Zombie
Zombies from the future invade the New Jersey Pine Barrens through a time portal in
a dumpster behind a cheeseburger joint. It's up to eccentric, 85-year-old reptile expert and WWII Vet Bob Rampold and his environmental trainee, Arvin Hickey, a former marine sniper and personal injury lawyer with post-traumatic stress disorder, to
save the ecologically diverse Pinelands National Reserve and the world. As if Jersey
didn't have enough problems already.
Ironically, they're aided by a zombie in their fight against the zombies. Einstein's zombie has come through the time portal looking for his brain. In 1955, the man who performed Einstein's autopsy kept the brilliant scientist's brain in a Tupperware container
for years afterward.
Bob and Arvin improvise as they make their way from one rank, putrid zombie fight
to another with WWII weapons, billiard sticks, safety pins, herpetologist socks and
duct tape. Our heroes are aided by Arlene, a sexy news reporter who quits her deadend news job and ends up with the story of a lifetime as she follows a twisted, rifletoting Girl Scout, a pot-smoking veterinarian, a 400-pound lawyer named Hilarius
Fuchs, a lesbian couple descended from Jersey anarchists, and a schizophrenic named
Ronald with OCD who dresses in pink angora sweaters, pink skirts, and high heels and
only speaks in Ed Wood movie lines.
At times poignantly gratuitous with regards to grossness and over-the-top brain spillage, the author tells a charming and silly story while also taking a stick and poking
an advertising soaked, environmentally unconscious, ear-bud wearing, technology
and latte-addicted world. Z=mc2: Time-Travelin’ Zombies vs. the Garden State is a book
that asks the reader, who's the real zombie here?

Publisher/distributor: Amazon Kindle, 99 cents

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Zombie hunters City of the dead…
the original zombie tv series
Where it all came
from… The "Zombie
Hunters" project
began in Nov, 2005.
I was returning
home from work
one night during a
heavy fog, and my
street was deserted.
(Executive
Producer) Jeanna
and I had recently
bought a garden
apartment in
Jamaica, NY, from a
man who did
custom ironwork.
Every opening of
our apartment is
locked-down with
his craft, a castle-like fortress of iron and brick.
David Dianora and I had done volunteer work earlier
that year for Habitat for Humanity, and we stayed in a
local Pentecostal church for the duration of our tour.
Everywhere inside were references to the end of the
world, the "Rapture" as they called it. After a few days
of this, it was hard not to think of the end of all things!
So here I was, looking down the road a few times, back
and forth, thinking about if this was what the end of
the world might look like. I saw the bars in the distance
and thought to myself that if it wasn't the Rapture, but
Zombies instead, our apartment would be an ideal
place to hide. I then started thinking about what an
excellent movie scene that foggy street would make. All
these thoughts collided at once, and the show was born.
After discussing the idea with Jeanna during our
vacation in Maryland the following January, she told
me straight out that if I were to do it, I just had to do it,
and not to just talk about doing it. I started the first
script the night we returned home, with an opening
scene to pay homage to the original Night Of The
Living Dead (with a New Yorker's spin to it, of course!)
I enlisted writing help from Paul Pinsdorf, who had
been writing sci-fi and horror fiction for several years,
and we set out to create the episodes. I wrote the
character of Bates for my long-time school friend
Christopher Murphy, and started plotting the storyline

from start to finish. After a general casting call, Richie
Martinez was the first to respond and the character of
John was writen for him. David Dianora and Mark
Boutros soon followed as Cinematographers, and just
like that, we had a crew.
Principal photography for the show started in May,
2006, on a $399.00 Sony palmcorder, with barely four
scripts written. The first scenes shot were the news
interviews from Episode Two and the storm scenes for
the opening credits. The newsroom greenscreen
segments were filmed in August of that same year
(albeit on much better equipment!)
Two weeks later, I found myself unemployed. The
choice was between the mortgage or the Zombies, so
filming my undead friends would have to wait. During
the following four months, Paul, Boutros, and I wrote
the next 13 episodes and turned everything into
screenplays. It was also during this time that I heard
about Mike Scardillo, one of the makeup artists from
the independant film "GAP". He was hired on the spot
and finally met with us only a few weeks before filming
resumed in April, 2007. Bernadette McCallion of Pitch
Black Dream, my friend of over 20 years, offered her
considerable talents so we'd have a purely original
score. Ning Ham came on as Assistant Director the
following week, and Linnet Brooks and Teri Gudorp
were cast as the final Hunters to round out, as Bates'
puts it, the "Death Squad".
Filming of these episodes continues at a regular pace,
and is scheduled to continue into 2013.
Our many thanks and unyeilding gratitude to all of
you who have supported us over the years, and allowed us to make our dreams come true!
Now we are at a stage where by there first 2 DVDs
have been released and we hope you can pop by the
store on our website at:
http://www.zombiehuntershow.com/index.html and
check them out…

Happy Hunting!
P. Devaney

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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United States of
Armageddon the Novel

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Terror4fun Reviewer
writes Undead Tales

By Jeffery Thomas Crooms
THE END OF A COUNTRY!
America's enemies plot a sadistic plan to destroy the
population and armed forces so they can swoop in
and rule the country. Terrorists called the Horsemen
smuggle in a deadly biological weapon straight to
the heart of the United States and release it. The
result is a land covered with corpses, bloated bodies
strewn from sea to sea. A few desperate survivors
battle through the blighted landscape on a last ditch
mission to save the country from total domination.
But the biological weapon has a side effect, one no
one would have ever foreseen, one too unimaginable to even contemplate. Welcome to the future.
Welcome to the United States of Armageddon...

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

JD Gillam is going to be a
name to watch, he is part time
reviewer for Terror4fun and
now he has had his first short
zombie story published in the
anthology simply know as
‘UNDEAD TALES…
Undead Tales features eighteen Tales of the Zombie
Apocalypse...
Featuring stories by Joe McKinney, Carole Gill, Eric S.
Brown, W.D. Gagliani, Todd Sprague, Armand
Rosamilia, JD Gillam, Scott M. Goriscak, Lawrence R.
Dagstine, Kevin L. Jones, P. David Puffinburger, Zach
brunner, Scott Nicholson, Ian DG Sandusky, Chantal
Boudreau, Mark Tufo, Jeremiah Coe, Ian Woodhead
and Zombie Poetry from Rich Orth!
Available from Amazon.com. Check it out NOW!

Zombie doomsday dvd double bill
Zombie Doomsday is a live action, improvisational style movie was filmed in just
12 hours and is sure to delight Zombie fans around the world.
The concept was developed two weeks before filming and on set production was
completed in under 12 hours. The actors were put in a restaurant understanding
that a down on his luck movie star was coming back to his hometown to film a
reality show.
We then set up real events (unknown ahead of time to the actors) that would
help carry the story.
Some events turned out scary to them while other events were comedic. This film
is part "Zomedy," and part scary movie. A making of film called ‘Another Zombie Flick' was made about this movie and the prize includes a copy of this DVD
too…

http://www.zombiedoomsday.com/

Competition Time
To win a copy of both DVDs then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Strange Zombies, Part 15
THIS IS NOT A MUMMY…
THIS IS AN EGYPTIAN ZOMBIE!
Stef sent this beauty in, after trawling the charity
shops for gold accessories… Mmmm… Classy…
She even had her name in hieroglyphs on the outfit
but sadly no-one noticed… Thanks Stef, for your
strange zombie… We at the Zombie Times Salute you!
Send us in more to the usual email address...

A KILLING STRAIN DVD OF THE MONTH
Yes, its a low budget film….
Yes, it is CGI-tastic…
No, it’s not Oscar Nominated…
BUT, if you are only going to buy one zombie DVD this
month then I can seriously recommend this one. A cross
between an up to date ‘28 Days’ background and with
the atmosphere similar to ‘Night of the Living Dead...’
This DVD is certainly better than the sum of its parts...
Viruses, which need a host because they cannot reproduce on their own, are the original zombie organisms. It
takes just one rogue human-engineered virus strain to
change our species into something unrecognizable as
human.
Imagine, if you will, you and your new wife on a crosscountry trip, when a tire blowout stops you in the middle of nowhere. Imagine further your wife doesn’t come
back from a short walk through a nearby cornfield.
What do you imagine could have taken her away?
What is out there, and what can it be that pursues you
so mindlessly?
Watch as David, the young husband, does everything
he can to stay alive and stay away from the oncehuman creatures that hunger for David’s beating
heart.
He takes refuge with a isolated group of uninfected
people, and there he gradually finds the inner strength
to lead a young woman away from the
madness that is “A Killing Strain.”

http://www.killingstrainmovie.com/index.php
Available from www.amazon.co.uk

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Zombie Mage from a zombie age
Zombie Mage By Jonathan J. Drake
Life isn't too grand for Olligh Selthnik. When he awakens, all he can remember is his name. With his memory
vague, and now having to live life in a decrepit body,
he doesn't envision things could get much worse. Join
Olligh as he begins his journey on a quest for knowledge. A horrifying adventure of intrigue and deception
awaits but, will he find the answers (and the soap) he so

dearly requires? With black humour from the off, prepare to be taken on a ghastly, stench-ridden journey
into the unknown.
This is Jonathan's first book edging on the darker side of
fantasy and, as such, it may not be suitable for children.
Available from Amazon and other outlets too !

Quarantine 2 on dvd
Following on straight from the first Quarantine film, this
one does not let sup with the gore and the atmosphere
and as characters get infected, you just have to ask
yourself, Will Anyone Survive???

takes root, innocent
passengers suddenly
transform into terrifying,
bloodthirsty killers.

Earlier tonight, a bizarre disease was unleashed in a
run-down Los Angeles tenement. No one got out alive,
but something escaped. Aboard Flight 318, the first
symptoms begin to show. As the infection begins to

Forced to land at an
isolated terminal, and
surrounded by armed
government agents, the
crew and passengers grow
increasingly desperate.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

The only question now is
how far they will go to
survive.

Bloodlust Zombies on dvd
Like typical 9-to-5 cubicle dwellers, the workers at Zlantoff Industries are
just counting down the minutes and seconds by the end of the day. And
just like any office, mishaps are bound to happen: spilt coffee, jammed
fax machines ... mutant viral outbreaks. When a chemical spill in the lab
on an otherwise uneventful weekday puts the office on emergency lockdown, the staff unwittingly becomes the first test subjects for an experimental, biological weapon and if the mutant virus doesn t spur cannibalistic murder, the passive aggressive office banter will. Featuring adult
film superstar Alexis Texas in a breakout role, Bloodlust Zombies is a rollercoaster ride of sex, gore and action. Part office satire, part apocalyptic
nightmare, director
Dan Lantz s feature length debut
keeps the laughs
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
and heads rolling.

Competition Time

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Have you ever felt a zombie?
Zombie Felties: How to Raise 16 Gruesome Felt
Creatures from the Undead

possibility from gyrating Zombie Thrilla (in tribute to
the late King of Pop), through gesticulating Zombie
Bunny and Classic Zombie trailing his tiny grave bandages, all the way to
Zombie Felties are on the march, and these felties
aren't cute at all. Their eyes dangle from empty sockets, Zombie Bride clasping a
suspended by the merest thread; their innards protrude teeny, rotting bouquet.
from soft felt bellies in unruly loops and swags of
horrible pink floss; their broken skulls uncover a slithery Naturally you'll recoil.
sequinned suggestion of exposed brain matter. And the You may not want to
curse of the zombie can strike all kinds of being. Within make them, but somehow you'll find that you
these covers you'll find 16 projects for creating every
have no choice. Zombie
Felties are chillingly easy
for even unwilling fingers
to construct.

Competition Time

To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Shudder as you stitch.

Zombie of the Month
In a world where zombies have adapted human-like attributes, follow Roy, an alcoholic zombie with a deep seeded hatred for authority. Join Roy and his morbidly obese vegan human
friend Zach, in their quest to pay the rent. This 48pg on-going underground zombie-comedy
includes the original ZOTM strip, Roy's
origin, and Roy fights for his after life Part
1 and more… For a short description of
ZOTM please go to www.graphic.ly and
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
search kicksavecomics, Don Kunkel, or
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
Zombie of the Month.

Competition Time

In just one night, the world is taken by fire.
in his self-destruction. One-by-one he meets the few
remaining survivors, including a woman starving herself
The story unfolds through the eyes of John Cotard, a
science teacher who rapidly drugs his life away after a thin, a combat-obsessed survivalist and a dangerous
face from the past. As the group travels across the
fateful car accident turns him onto prescription
country to seek safety they face not only the dangers of
painkillers. He allows first his job then his marriage to
the dead world around them but of each other,
crumble, doing nothing to stop it, lost in a haze of
discovering the strange connections they share along
chemicals. When a mysterious fire sweeps through the
the way. The debut novel from Brian Martinez, A
land, wiping out human-kind and leaving behind
zombie-like burn victims, he carries on by breaking into Chemical Fire is a minimalist, noir vision of the zombie
apocalypse. Available from Amazon.com as a paperhouses to steal drugs. For John, the end of the world
actually seems to make sense- it's the next logical step back or a kindle edition.

A Chemical Fire, a new novel By Brian Martinez.
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Following the enemy and the dead comes

The fear
The third book in bestselling author Charlie
Higson’s terrifying adventure series.
Published by Puffin on 15 September 2011
What do you do once there is no hope
left of the world returning to normal?
Can kids really survive in a world
where the only adults left have
become rotting living bodies with a
taste for fresh meat? And can the
kids even trust each other?

‘All the kids had nightmares. It would
have been crazy if they didn’t. They’d
seen so many strange and terrible
things, after all. Disease and death,
fire and darkness and chaos. Their
world turned upside down.’
On 15 September 2011, Puffin Books
will publish The Fear, the third in
Charlie Higson’s bestselling zombie
series for teenagers.
Mothers and fathers, older brothers,
sisters and best friends. No adult seems to have escaped
the disease’s touch. Every living kid has witnessed people they love slowly lose their minds, becoming mindless,
shambling creatures. Now children across London are
being hunted by ferocious and bloodthirsty grown-ups,
the same ones who used to tuck them in to bed at
night. They need to stick together if they want to survive, yet it’s hard for them even to trust each other.
Dog Nut’s crew set out to find lost friends, and begin a
deadly mission from the Tower of London to Buckingham Palace and beyond. Nearby, lurking in the shadows, is The Collector; a waddling, stinking creature always in search of more living playthings to add to his
collection. Is he just another mindless sicko, or is he a
sign that the sickos are getting clever?
As their mission continues, into the den of the Collector’s
lair, Dog Nut sets off a chain of events that will affect

every kid in the city, and everyone starts to question
who the real enemy is in the new, changed world.
Inspired by Greek mythology and fairy tales of terror
throughout the ages, Charlie is fascinated in how stories have always
featured adults eating children.
From Kronus, to Jack-and-theBeanstalk and Hansel and Gretel,
storytelling is littered with monstrous
adults gobbling up their offspring,
and Charlie’s zombie series weaves
this tradition into its telling.

The Fear, which begins five days before the end of the previous novel

The Dead, ties all the pieces from the
last two books into a huge, terrifying
new chapter for The Enemy series.
Set in a dark, dystopian world of kids
struggling to survive in a broken
world, The Fear will give teenagers
and adults alike sleepless nights for
months to come.

Praise for The Enemy Series:
‘Brutal, blood-soaked, full of zombies… it’s ace’ FHM
‘Higson has got the balance of blood and gore just right’

Daily Mirror
‘The Enemy scores with its brutal vision of a postapocalyptic world’ – Financial Times
Higson is as ruthless as George Romero; life expectancy
is short, no character is safe, and it’s definitely not for
the squeamish.” SFX
‘…the creepiness of the sequel make this increasingly like
a John Wyndham survival story for ghoulish kids of 11+’
Amanda Craig, The Times
‘Verdict: 8/10. Roll on the third novel!’ Total Sci-fi

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this The Zombie Times.
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The new book……... War against the Walking Dead
Well, things have certainly moved on since the publica- ing militia, navy and air force.
tion of my first book,The Official Zombie Handbook
I have managed to get some top experts in on areas
such as firearms and there is a section on the kind of
(UK) by Severed Press in August 2010.
survivor groups you will encounter which should scare
even the hardiest zombie fighter – it won’t just be the
The big news is that my new book, War against the
ghouls you need to be afraid of!
Walking Dead, is going to be released this summer
through Severed Press. It’s not really a follow up to the Some of the illustrations are going to blow your mind!
handbook and is a stand alone work. However, it does Other projects on the cards include next project, which
pick up some of the same themes…
will be twisted book currently titled A Zombie History
What’s different is that it’s international in flavour – I
of Europe – stay tuned for that in 2012.
have looked at the upcoming zombie war with many Also, I am working with the talented John McCuaig on
of the world’s top ghoul fighting experts. There are
an exciting novel set in the world of the Ministry of
comments in there from groups as far a field as Austra- Zombies – it’s title Meta-horde as is coming along very
lia, the Philippines and China.
nicely. John is the much-respected author of The
War against the Walking Dead is, I believe, the first
Church – which is a brilliant zombie novel.
comprehensive guide to taking a country back from
the rotting claws of the zombies. It’s not a survival
Sean T Page
guide; it’s a fight back guide.
Minister of Zombies
It’s diverse and covers everything from the latest scientific updates on the walking dead to a full blueprint on
http://www.ministryofzombies.com/
how to develop an anti-zombie military force includ-

Cowboys and Zombies on dvd
Rene Perez’s zombie western COWBOYS & ZOMBIES
is being released on DVD in
the UK on 1st August. The
film has been described as
“like Deadwood… with
zombies”.

Director Rene Perez said: “We have a gun slinger

bounty hunter and an Apache Warrior, and although
they are afraid of the zombies, they fight back in a big
way. Our story starts with a group of gold miners
cracking open an ancient meteor, hoping to find emeralds but all they get were alien spores which mutated
them into ravenous zombies. Our zombies/mutants are
faster and stronger than humans. They just aren’t as
smart”

Set in 1849, it follows a
bounty-hunter in the old
west’s Jamestown, who gets Left Films is distributing the film in the UK, which is now
more than he bargained
available for on Play.com and Amazon UK.
for when he finds the town Facebook group: www.facebook.com/cowboyszombies
over-run by zombies - victims of a virus unleashed by
a meteor found in the gold
rush.

Competition Time

Cowboys and native Indians unite to fight the undead
horde, as guns blaze and mutants growl in this showdown for survival in the weird wild west.

To win a copy of this books then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Resident Evil:
Operation Raccoon City
A collaboration between Capcom and Vancouver
based studio Slant Six Games, is scheduled for release
this Winter. This latest offering will take the series in
a completely new direction and offer a style of
gameplay yet to be seen from the franchise. It is
September 1998 and the action centres on the
ill-fated Raccoon City and the horrific consequences
of the deadly T-virus outbreak.
With a cover up required, Umbrella orders an elite
team into Raccoon City to destroy all evidence of the
outbreak and eliminate any survivors. Meanwhile
the US Government has quarantined the city and
dispatched its own team of elite soldiers to determine the source of the mysterious outbreak.
Players take on the role of an Umbrella Security
Service soldier (U.S.S.), competing alone or in up to
four player co-op in a battle against all the competing forces at play in Raccoon City.
Release date is Winter 2011…
Platforms: 360, PS3, PC

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

bling of the living dead
Beyond Bling is a contemporary, designer jewellery
company which uses
traditional techniques to
create innovative pieces,
combining precious metals
with more unusual materials.
Simplicity is the basis of all designs, each piece is considered in terms of its
context, form, texture and finish. BUT the ace news
is that they have started creating Zombie Jewellery…
So if you are not sure what to buy the one you love,
then why not give them the gift of designer
zombies….

HTTP://WWW.BEYONDBLING.CO.UK/

Competition Time
To win some of this jewellery then check out the
comps inside the back cover of this The Zombie Times.

Hell yeah, frank west is back
Dead Rising 2: Off the Record, sees photojournalist and original hero of Dead Rising’s
Willamette incident, Frank West take center
stage as players experience a reimagining of
the Fortune City outbreak. Forget what you
know about Dead Rising 2,"Frank West is
back in the game!"

In addition to the new scenario and gameplay enhancements, Dead Rising 2: Off the Record offers a suite
of technical updates including load time optimizations,
improved network performance and a host of system
upgrades to deliver a more satisfying Dead Rising experience.

The new, "Off the Record" storyline means an all new
Dead Rising 2 experience. Frank will face off against
more twisted enemies, build more outrageous combo
weapons, follow his own unique mission structure and
explore brand new areas of Fortune City to get his
biggest scoop yet.
Frank’s come back means the return of his trusty camera, with players able to earn Prestige Points (PP) for
specific photo opportunities that are graded against
criteria such as horror, drama, erotica and brutality.

Platforms: 360, PS3, PC
Being released by CAPCOM on October 14th, 2011.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Zombie Movies on the Horror Channel September
2011 (Sky 319, 320 Virgin 149 and Freesat 138)
Summer is gone and Autumn’s dark nights are quickly
drawing in. Zombies will be marching across the channel during the next few months.
The grisly horror comedy Hideous hits Horror on the 5th
at 9pm. A gang that collects deformed freaks of nature
must band together with the FBI agents investigating
them when their ghoulish specimens reanimate and
viciously turn on them. This is followed by a movie of a
more serious disposition at 10.55pm, Last Rites. When a
meteor crashes in LA, two rival gangs and the watching
police officers are infected by otherworldly spores and
transform into flesh hungry fiends.
If you like your horror more apocalyptic then Days Of
Darkness late on the 8th is for you. The flesh-eating
walking dead have risen and taken over the planet,
now a small mismatched group of survivors must take

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

up arms before they're bitten clean off!
Kevin Tenney’s Brain Dead at 10.55pm on the 12th is
another cult classic not to be missed. An alien infection
creates a horrific horde of brain-munching zombies
shuffling to the door of a deserted fishing lodge, where
terrified and often naked victims await. Make a note
for Monday the 20th at 9pm where you’ll have another
chance to catch the outrageous movie Zombie Women
Of Satan. This blood-soaked British horror/comedy is
chock full or guts, guns and girls! When you have a
character named Pervo the Clown you know what to
expect so tune in for lashings of nudity, gore and bloodsplattered shocks from these curvy carnivores.
At the same time on the 22nd you can see Tony Todd in
the atmospheric shocker Shadow: Dead Riot. In this uncompromising horror a jail that once held and executed
the voodoo-practising serial killer, Shadow, is turned
into a women's prison. But he and his zombie minions
are resurrected.
Fancy a late night on Wednesday 28th? If so tune in at
00.55 for Dead Meat. When her friend is bitten by a
surprisingly sprightly corpse and turns into a fleshmuncher, Helena flees for her life. Turns out mad cow
disease turns humans into zombies. Who knew?

10,000 Zombies in one book?
‘Zombies come in all shapes and sizes – short, fat, tall,
skinny, drippy, gooey and bloody. And I believe it is the
ultimate dream of every red-blooded zombie fan to get
in the mix and mess
around with the body
parts of these graven
things… We love zombies!
The more screwed up the
better.’ - Rob Zombie
The ultimate zombie fan’s
dream, 10,000 Zombies
features a stunning collection of terrifying zombies in
all their gruesome glory.
Created by Emmynominated illustrator
David Hartman, each terrifying character has been
neatly hewn at the neck
and waist, allowing you to

flip the pages creating thousands of different zombies,
all with their own accompanying story written by horror
expert Alexander Cox.
Visit http://tinyurl.com/zombielink for an exclusive video! Foreword by Rob Zombie.

David Hartman has animated films for Disney, Warner
and MTV. His work is collected in Mad Monster Mash:
The Art of David Hartman.
Alexander Cox is a writer and script consultant. He has
worked for Pathé Productions, Fragile Films and Universal Pictures on films such as Creep (2004) and The
Descent (2005).

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this The Zombie Times.
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Lessons in Make up free zombies

Making Zombies with Photoshop not VooDoo
As a devout Zombie aficionado and Photoshop artist, it was inevitable that two of my major interests would clash on occasion. Since my early days of digital tinkering, the great folks here at Zombie
Times have supported me and my fiendish creations; now it's my turn to give a little back.
For my final university project, I built a site that teaches the art of photo manipulation, with particular focus on Horror, Sci Fi and Fantasy techniques. There's tonnes of Photoshop tutorial sites out
there, so I wanted to offer something a little different; keeping a tight focus on creative techniques. I
also wanted to cater for fellow Horror hounds and Sci Fi nuts.
Now, here’s the juicy bit.. Our flagship walk-through series is titled 'Photoshop Zombie' and outlines a
series of techniques that can be used to create top-tier Zombies in Photoshop. The general concepts
are universal, meaning the ideas can be transferred to traditional art, prosthetic design or make-up
effects and photography. Be Greg Nicotero, but without the budget! The power of the software is
pretty much limitless. If your a budding photo manipulator, head on over to SurrealPSD to check
out the tutorials and see how it's done or even give it a go yourself.
Photoshop Zombie Walk-through series Part 1: Undead Eyes
Part 2: Skeletal Features
Part 3: Flesh Wounds
Much respect to you all...

Conzpiracy Digital Arts

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Emma Alexander Watts
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Zombie Make Up Artists
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.

Hello to all,
If you fancy looking at my website (link below)
there is a little journey through my work in hair
& makeup along with prosthetics & creature
creation, which I got into professionally after
training at ‘Greasepaint School of Makeup’ and
‘Gorton Studios’.
When I’m not designing and creating make ups,
I’m creating creatures and sculpting. I have included some of these images, under the heading
“Sculpture”, to give you a broad overview of
who I am and where I come from as an artist.
Whether straight corrective makeup, from high
fashion to gore and all the fun bits in between, I
take on any and every challenge that’s presented to me professionally and without drama.
Making people feel comfortable in the makeup
chair is just as important as a stunning makeup
result.
...AND I Do love horror and the odd zombie!
Did a promo event for the Walking Dead TV
series which is on there, plus a skateboarding
zombie for Peanut FX among other bits... some
taxidermy creations in collaboration with Reid
Peppard... plus I have just wrapped as makeup
and hair designer for Strippers vs Werewolves
feature in which Robert Englund cameos....looking for my next adventure!
Enjoy looking around and if you have any questions or information I can help you with don’t
hesitate to contact me!
http://monstersandmakeup.com/home.php

Emma

Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk

Do you want to see your
details here, then send
us some info about your
make up work...

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to
ed@terror4fun.com Closing dates may vary, so check our website!
Comp 1) Win some Zombie Jerky. ‘How much is the 'Ride in Dalek' on 'The Geekest Link' website ?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE JERKY’
Comp 2) Win a Zombie Calendar. 'Who is the artist for this calendar ?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIES IN 2012’
Comp 3) Win Zombie Hunters: City of the Dead DVDs. 'Who directs Zombie Hunters: City of the Dead?'‘
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE HUNTERS’
Comp 4) Win a copy of United States of Armageddon novel. 'Who publishes this book?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘US OF ARMAGEDDON’
Comp 5) Win Zombie Doomsday DVDs. 'What is on the cover of the DVD ‘Another Zombie Flick?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ANOTHER ZOMBIE FLICK’
Comp 6) Win A Killing Strain on DVD. 'Who is quoted on the front of the DVD ?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘’KILLING STRAIN
Comp 7) Win Quarantine 2 on DVD. 'Who starred in the original Quarantine film ?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘QUARANTINE 2’
Comp 8) Win a Bloodlust Zombies DVD. 'What kind of acting is star Alexis Texas most famous for ?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BLOODLUST ZOMBIES’
Comp 9) Win a copy of Zombie Felties. 'Who directed the video to Michael Jacksons Thriller?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE FELTIES’
Comp 10) Win a Zombie of the Month book. 'Who is the author and artist on the comic?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE OF THE MONTH’
Comp 11) Win a copy of The Fear. 'Name the first two books of this trilogy?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE FEAR’
Comp 12) Win a copy Cowboys and Zombies on DVD. 'What year is this movie set in?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘COWBOYS AND ZOMBIES’
Comp 13 Win a piece of zombie jewllery. 'What is the name of Beyond Blings Pirate Zombie?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BEYOND BLING’
Comp 14) Win a copy of 10,000 Zombies. ‘Which Zombie film was Rob Zombies band named after?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘10,000 ZOMBIES’

n of the Issue...
Our NON-ZOMBIE Competitio
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the pilot in 'Firefly'?' Se
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!!
Terms and conditions can be found on the Terror4fun website.
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Gut-bustingly funny horror comedy
TUCKER & DALE VS EVIL,
is coming to cinemas on September 23 and
DVD and Blu-ray on September 26.
TUCKER & DALE VS EVIL is a hilariously gory,
good-spirited horror comedy, doing for killer
rednecks what Shaun of the Dead did for zombies. Tucker and Dale are two good natured,
best friends on holiday at their dilapidated
mountain cabin. While there, they are mistaken for murderous rednecks by a group of obnoxious, preppy college kids
who are camping in the same woods. When Tucker and Dale
save the life of gorgeous student Allison (Bowden) her friends
believe she has been kidnapped and set out to rescue her. As
the chain of hilarious misunderstandings grows, so does the
body count. www.facebook.com/TuckerandDale

Shock Horror Magazine
Issue 6 is now available to order...
The issue includes:
An exclusive LA shoot and
interview with Bill Moseley
Horror Icon Boris Karloff
The zombie lovers essential "How
to survive a zombie apocalypse"
class 6
PLUS a special feature on Dr
Dales show taking over America
giving essential tips on how to
survive the oncoming horde!
.. and the usual DVD, Games and
music reviews…
www.shockhorrormagazine.com

